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2. The political history of Afghanistan. During the Soviet-Afghan war the West preferred to maintain a policy of denialability and allowed Pakistan to handle the daily administration of the war. Cash, and arms distribution. It was a task Pakistan carried out with great enthusiasm and they helped themselves to a generous portion of cash and arms. The Pakistan government also had a hidden agenda. Should the Soviets ever leave, they would have to contend with something the West did not have to deal with. It was still going to be in Pakistan, with all tides and currents of regional problems. Unlike the West, they were concerned with what would happen after the war to ensure influence over any government that came to power in Afghanistan after a Soviet withdrawal. Pakistan decided to directly influence the outcome, rather than allow the most gifted Afghan commanders and parties to flourish, who would be hard to control later. Pakistan preferred to groom the incompetent ones for the role of future leaders of Afghanistan. Being incompetent, they would be wholly reliant on Pakistan for support. The principal beneficiary of this policy was Gulbadin (Hekmatyar). His credentials were that of an anti-Western Islamic fundamentalist who reportedly boasted about throwing acid in the faces of women who did not wear the traditional all-covering Afghan chador at Kabul University.

A. Arab introduction. In tandem with favoring the incompetent Hekmatyar over more enterprising and gifted commanders (such as the Ahmad Shah (Masoud)), the Tajik commander from northern Afghanistan, Pakistan also encouraged, facilitated, and often escorted Arabs from the Middle East into Afghanistan. Eventually a special facility was constructed in Zawia (CNA), in Kandahar province, with Pakistan Inter-Services Intelligence Directorate (ISI) funding. The local Afghan Mujahideen commander was Jalaluddin (Haqqani). As an influential tribal leader from Pakhtia, Haqqani was able to negotiate the use of the land from the Jadoon tribe he belonged to.

B. The civil war. In the wake of the Soviet withdrawal in 1989, came civil war between the remnants of the Afghan communist government and Afghan Mujahideen groups that were forced into an unhappy alliance. This period involved very casualty heavy fighting under Pakistan ISI, most notably in attacks on Jalalabad.

C. Arabs in Afghanistan. " Visitors" from the Middle East had been in evidence since the very early part of the Soviet-Afghan war. However, they lacked numbers, confidence, experience, or bonding ties sufficient to give them a separate identity from their hosts. This was allowed to evolve over a period of time, which was effectively the incubation of al Qaeda. For the first time, larger numbers of Arabs were observed in Afghanistan during the Soviet withdrawal. One of the key features of the Pakhtia
BORDER PROVINCE, IN WHICH THEY WERE FIRST ESTABLISHED, WAS THAT IT 
HAD NO RUSSIANS. THE EARLY PHASE OF INVOLVEMENT WAS ABOUT 
PERCEPTIONS RATHER THAN ACTIONS. AT THAT POINT THE ARAB VISITORS 
WERE LARGELY LINKED AND RELIANT ON HAJI’S MUJAHIDEEN IN PAKTIJA. 
D. THE FAILURE OF HEMMATY. WHEN KABUL FINALLY FELL 
IT WAS AHMAD SHAH (MASSOUD) WHO CAPTURED IT. NOT HEMMATY, THE 
INCOMPETENT SEALAT FAVORITED BY PAKISTAN. PAKISTAN COULD NOT ACCEPT 
THIS RESULT AND THE FRAGILE AFGHAN COALITION GOVERNMENT BEGAN 
ANOTHER CIVIL WAR, WITH THE PAKISTAN STOOGES (HEMATY) BEING 
BACKED TO SEIZE TOTAL POWER. IN THE END PAKISTAN WAS PROVED RIGHT 
ABOUT ONLY ONE THING, HEMMATY WAS INCOMPETENT. HE WAS NEVER ABLE 
TO WREST KABUL FROM MASSOUD, DESPITE MASSIVE LOGISTICAL AND 
MATERIAL (INCLUDING MANPOWER) SUPPORT FROM PAKISTAN. AGAINST THIS 
FAILURE IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT PAKISTAN HAS LOST EVERY WAR IT HAS 
EVER FOUGHT.

3. INTRODUCTION OF THE TALIBAN (LEBANONIZATION).

AFTER YEARS OF FUTILE EFFORT, WHICH EFFECTIVELY SAW THE 
LEBANONIZATION OF AFGHANISTAN, PAKISTAN FINALLY ABANDONED 
HEMATY. HOWEVER, NOT IN FAVOR OF A MORE RATIONAL POLICY, INSTEAD 
THEY SET ABOUT DOING THE SAME THING ALL OVER AGAIN. THEY CREATED 
ANOTHER FORCE THEY HOPED TO HAVE BETTER CONTROL OVER THAN 
HEMATY’S RABBLE. IT WAS CALLED TALIBAN, THE ARABIC NAME “TALIB” 
BEING LITERALLY TRANSLATED AS “ASHER” OR “SEEKER”. TALIBAN MEANING 
“THE SEEKERS”. SIGNIFYING A STUDENT OF DIVINITY. THIS INSPIRED 
TITLE HELPED CLONK PAKISTAN’S HIDDEN AGENDA IN A NEW ISLAMIC COAT. 

A. TO LEAD THE TALIBAN PAKISTAN CHOSE MULLAH MOHAMMAD 
OF KHOST, PAKTIJA.

B. TALIBAN PREVAIL. WITH HAJI’S POORLY TRAINED 
PEASANT MUJAHIDEEN THERE WAS BOTH GREAT LOSS OF AFGHAN LIFE AND 
REPEATED FAILURE. IN THE WAKE OF THE SOVIET WITHDRAWAL, ISI ALSO 
ORGANIZED AND DIRECTED THE SAME FAILED STRATEGIES AGAINST 
JALALABAD, WITH EVEN HEAVIER AFGHAN CASUALTIES. THE REPEATED 
PRONOUNCED PATTERN UNDER ISI DIRECTION HAS BEEN TO IGNORE THE 
POORLY TRAINED GUERRILLA NATURE OF THE AFGHAN MUJAHIDEEN AND PRESS 
THEM TO CONDUCT CONVENTIONAL-STYLE ENGAGEMENT, THE SAME STYLE THAT 
TALIBAN ARE CREDITED WITH LEARNING FROM THE KORAN. AS A RESULT OF 
THOSE ACTIONS, THE FULLY SUPPORTED (BY PAKISTAN) TALIBAN PREVAILING 
OVER THE UNSUPPORTED LEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT OF AFGHANISTAN.
INTRODUCTION OF THE TALIBAN. THE TALIBAN IS NOT SYNONYMOUS WITH AFGHANISTAN. IT WAS CREATED, IMPOSED AND RECOGNIZED BY PAKISTAN IN PURSUIT OF ITS OWN INTERESTS. PLAYING THE ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALIST CARD AS A MEANS OF SECURING CONTROL OVER A COMPLIANT PROXY REGIME IN NEIGHBORING AFGHANISTAN HAS SERIOUSLY BACKFIRED. PAKISTAN HAS ALSO LOST CONTROL OF THE TALIBAN, WHO ARE PROVING TO BE BOTH UNPREDICTABLE AND UNGRATEFUL. UNDER THE SHADE OF THE TALIBAN UMBRELLA THE BIN LADEN BRAND OF EXTREMISM HAS BEEN ABLE TO GROW UNMOLISTED INSIDE AFGHANISTAN.

4. **TALIBAN WEAKNESSES.** WESTERN POLICY STRIVES TO FIND A UNITY OF ORDER IN AFGHANISTAN; HOWEVER, THE PREVAILING TREND IS A UNITY OF CHAOS. USED TO ORDER WESTERNERS SEE CHAOS AS FAILURE. IT IS AN ALTERNATE SYSTEM ALIEN TO WESTERN THOUGHT, BUT DOES NOT MEAN IT CANNOT WORK. AS SUCH IN THE MARTIAL ARMSA CHAOS, ITS CREATION AND EXPLOITATION SHOULD BE PART OF ALLIED STRATEGY. IN ADDITION, THE MEDIA ARE WIDELY DESCRIBING THE TALIBAN REGIME AS UNPREDICTABLE. IT IS, BUT ONLY TO THOSE WHO DO NOT UNDERSTAND IT. SEEN FROM THE TALIBAN’S VIEW, THEIR DECISION MAKING PROCESS IS PREDICTABLE.

5. **THE WIDE DIVIDE.** THERE IS A LARGE DIVIDE BETWEEN WESTERN AND AFGHAN PERCEPTIONS, ATTITUDES AND METHODS. UNDERSTANDING THEM MATTERS. IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO REALIZE THERE ARE FOUR VERY DIFFERENT AGENDAS AT ISSUE.

A. **UNITED FRONT.** ALSO KNOWN AS THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE, IT SUPPORTS AN INDEPENDENT AFGHAN STATE, ISLAMIC IN NATURE AND BASED ON AFGHAN IDEALS. HOWEVER, THE CONFLICT HAS FAR MORE TO DO WITH DEEP ETHNIC AND CULTURAL DIVIDES BETWEEN THE PRINCIPAL GROUPS THAN DIFFERENCES OF OPINION ON ISLAMIC INTERPRETATIONS. THESE ARE THE CRACKS THAT PAKISTAN SUCCESSFULLY EXPLOITED IN CREATING THE TALIBAN. ON THE GROUND THE WAR BETWEEN UNITED FRONT AND TALIBAN IS NOT A WAR ABOUT INTERPRETATIONS OF ISLAM. IT IS ABOUT ETHNIC DIFFERENCES AND HISTORICAL ROOTS. THE TAJIKS OF THE NORTH ARE OUTNUMBERED BY THE PUSHTOON. WHILE THE WEST SEES AFGHANISTAN AS A SINGULAR NATION FEW AFGHANS HAVE ANY REAL GRASP OF THIS CONCEPT. TO MOST OF THE PUSHTOON, THE TAJIKS ARE SIMPLY UNTRUSTWORTHY NORTHERNERS UNABLE TO SPEAK PUSHTO. THE UNITED FRONTS AREA OF CONTROL HAS GRADUALLY BEEN ERODED BECAUSE THEY ARE OUTNUMBERED AND POORLY SUPPORTED.

B. **TALIBAN AGENDA.** THE TALIBAN AGENDA IS THE COMPLETE CONTROL OF AFGHANISTAN, USING WHATEVER MEANS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL. THIS IS PRINCIPALLY RELIANT ON LOGISTIC AND MATERIAL SUPPORT FROM PAKISTAN. IT HAS BEEN CREATED BY PAKISTAN EXPLOITING POWERLESS AFGHAN FUNDAMENTALIST INDIVIDUALS AND Factions BY DANGLING IN FRONT OF THEM THE PROMISE OF AN ISLAMIC STATE MOLDED TO THEIR DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS. THIS, AND CASH, ENCOURAGED ENOUGH RECRUITS TO CLOAK THE TALIBAN WITH SEEMINGLY INEXCUSABLE ISLAMIC CREDENTIALS.

C. **TALIBAN STYLE OF ISLAM.** THE FUNDAMENTALIST HABITS THE TALIBAN ESPoused ARE LARGELY ALIEN TO THE MAJORITY OF AFGHANS WHO TRADITIONALLY PRACTICED A FAIRLY RELAXED INTERPRETATION OF ISLAM. AFGHAN PRACTITIONERS OF ISLAM ENJOYED MUSIC, DANCING, RADIO, AND SPORTS. THE DEGREES OF PRACTICING MUSLIM NATURALLY VARIED BETWEEN URBAN AND RURAL DWELLERS WITH WOMEN AT KABUL UNIVERSITY AND A MORE RIGID USE OF PURDAN IN THE
REMOTER COUNTRYSIDE.

(b)(2) THE PROMISE OF THE TALIBAN. THE ATTRACTION TO THE TALIBAN AMONG THE ALMOST DESTITUTE AFGHAN POPULATION WAS LESS IN ITS ISLAMIC CREDENTIALS THAN ITS PROMISE OF AN ALTERNATIVE TO A PROTRACTED WAR. IT WAS AT THE TIME A CONFLICT THAT HAD FAILED TO EXCEED ITS POPULAR LIFE SPAN BUT WAS BEING ARTIFICIALLY PROLONGED BY OUTSIDE SPONSORS IN PURSUIT OF THEIR OWN AGENDA. HOWEVER, WHILE STILL HEAVILY RELIANT ON PAKISTAN SUPPORT, THE TALIBAN HAS NOW REMAINED IN POWER LONG ENOUGH TO DEVELOP AN INDEPENDENT MOMENTUM AND AUTONOMY NEVER ENVISIONED BY THEIR CREATORS. THIS MAKES IT INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT FOR PAKISTAN TO MAINTAIN THE RIGID CONTROL THEY HAD IN MIND. THE TALIBAN CREATED, IMPOSED AND RECOGNIZED BY PAKISTAN PROVED UNPREDICTABLE AND UNGRATEFUL.

(b)(2) OSAMA BIN LADIN'S AL QAEDA. THE AL QAEDA AGENDA IN AFGHANISTAN DIFFERS SIGNIFICANTLY FROM THAT OF THE TALIBAN. THEY ARE NOT ABOUT CREATING AN INDEPENDENT AFGHAN ISLAMIC STATE. LONG TERM THERE CAN BE NO ROOM FOR TALIBAN IN THEIR AMBITIONS. HAVING BEEN ARTIFICIALLY INTRODUCED TO THE REGION AND ENCOURAGED IN THEIR AMBITIONS SO FAR THEY HAVE GROWN IN CONFIDENCE AND STATURE. TALIBAN ACCEPTANCE AND APPROVAL OF FUNDAMENTALIST NON-AFGHANS AS PART OF THEIR FIGHTING FORCE WERE MERELY AN EXTENSION OF PAKISTAN POLICY DURING THE SOVIET-AFGHAN WAR. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO REALIZE THAT MEMBERS OF 055 BRIGADE MIGHT SERVE WITH TALIBAN FORCES, BUT THEY ARE NOT IN ANY WESTERN SENSE INTEGRATED. THEY REMAIN RATHER LIKE AN INTERNATIONAL BRIGADE, DIFFERENT IN LANGUAGE, HABIT AND IN THE INTERPRETATION OF ISLAM. ADDITIONALLY, THEIR VISION OF THE FUTURE OF AFGHANISTAN DIFFERS.

(b)(2) PAKISTAN AGENDA. PAKISTAN'S GOALS ARE SIMPLE, THE CONTINUANCE OF THE POLICY THEY HAVE ALWAYS DEMONSTRATED REGARDING AFGHANISTAN. IT IS FAILING WITH THE TALIBAN AND IT CANNOT SUCCEED UNDER ANY AFGHAN GOVERNMENT CONTROLLED BY AL QAEDA. THE REPERCUSSIONS FROM PAKISTAN'S ATTEMPT TO MANIPULATE THE ISLAMIC CARD IS ONLY JUST SURFACING. IN ISLAMABAD THEY HAVE TRIED TO IGNORE OR BURY THE EVIDENCE FOR SOME TIME. IT MUST BE A DEEPLY TROUBLING PERIOD FOR GENERAL (MUSHARRAF) IN PAKISTAN, WHO IS ASKED TO HELP HUNT DOWN THE CULPRITS THAT HE HELPED TO ESTABLISH AND SUPPORTED. NOT TO SUPPORT THE U.S. INVITES TROUBLE AND TO ASSIST THE U.S. TO THEIR AIMS ALSO PRESENTS PROBLEMS TO PAKISTAN. THE QUANDARY LEAVES THE PAKISTANIS CONFUSED AS TO HOW THEY MIGHT BE ABSOLVED WITHOUT PERMANENTLY SHATTERING THEIR REGIONAL ASPIRATIONS OR THEIR GOVERNMENT.

(b)(2) THE TALIBAN HAD LITTLE TIME TO THINK THROUGH WHAT THE PRICE OF AL QAEDA SUPPORT MIGHT MEAN IN THE LONG TERM. THE TALIBAN WAS FOCUSED ON THE DESTRUCTION OF THE UNITED FRONT AND OTHER OPPOSITION FACTIONS. HOWEVER, DEMANDS TO DELIVER BIN LADEN MAY HAVE ALREADY BROUGHT ABOUT THE REALIZATION THAT THE TALIBAN ARE NO LONGER IN A POSITION TO DEMAND ANYTHING OF AL QAEDA. INTRIGUE AND PARANOIA ARE AFGHAN HABITS, AND WELL WORTH EXPLOITING.

MURDER OF MASSOUD WAS A NO-LOSE SCENARIOS FOR AL QAEDA. GENERAL MOHAMMAD (FAHIM) IS RECORDED AS THE NEW COMMANDER OF MASSOUD'S UNITED FRONT. WHETHER HE CAN KEEP IT UNITED REMAINS TO BE SEEN.

12. [b](2) HUMANITARIAN AID. SELECTIVE ALLIED HUMANITARIAN AID, STRICTLY MONITORED AND BEYOND TALIBAN CONTROL, WOULD REAP ENORMOUS BENEFITS IN THE ERADICATION OF AL QAEDA INSIDE AFGHANISTAN. JUST BOMBS, NO MATTER HOW SURGICAL THE STRIKE, CONVEYS TO THE AFGHAN MIND NO DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE AFGHAN AND THE ENEMY. AND YET ANY LONG LASTING RESOLUTION IS RELIANT ON ENSURING THAT DISTINCTION IS MADE, UNDERSTOOD AND APPRECIATED NOT ONLY BY THE ALLIES BUT BY LOCAL POPULATIONS TO WHICH THE ENEMY PARASITICALLY ATTACH THEMSELVES.